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Whether you’re a first-time skier considering skiing in Les Arcs in the French
Alps or you’re a seasoned professional who just wants more information on
the Les Arcs ski resort, this guide is going to cover a load of topics related to
taking a trip to Les Arcs.
Les Arcs is, above all, a top choice in ski resort in the French Alps due to the
varied terrain and inclusiveness that helps anyone have a ski holiday to
remember.
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History of Les Arcs
Peisey, Plan Peisey and Peisey-Vallandry make up the ‘Peisey-Vallandry’ area, the purposebuilt ones being Plan-Peisey and Vallandry and the older and original mountain settlement
being the actual village of Peisey where Snow Situations’ Arc Chalet is based.
This is a fantastic place to stay if you want a quieter and traditional feel, or you want easy
access to La Plagne as the Vanoise Express goes from this area.
The skiable area in this part of the Paradiski resort is also some of the most varied and has a
great variety of runs that challenge you without making more nervous skiers feel they’re
going to fall off the side of a mountain.
The first purpose-built village of Les Arc opened in 1968 and Les Arc is considered to be one
of France’s original “mega” purpose-built ski resorts.
The resort was first created with the help of Robert Blanc, a ski instructor in the area, and
Roger Godino, a developer in mountain tourism.
The idea was to bring together a team of people to build a resort that both functioned with
the natural surroundings, conserved old chalets and sourced local materials.
When you visit Les Arcs, you’ll notice a pervasive style that keeps the resort set within the
mountain settings and ensures that buildings do not commonly overlook one another – this
creates great views for the guest and a less jarring architectural style.
The villages of Arc 1600, Arc 1800 and Arc 2000 were designed by Charlotte Perriand, who
led the overall design and building team and wanted to ensure that there were plenty of
open places to sit out and enjoy nature.
Les Arcs continues adding to its resort, with the most recent village being Arc 1950 in the
early 2000s.
From updating chairlifts to carving new runs, there’s always something fresh and interesting
happening in Les Arcs.
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Is Les Arcs Good for Beginner Skiers?
Having learnt to ski in Les Arcs, I was desperately asking if Les Arcs was good for a beginner
skiers.
I wanted flat paths with the slightest incline, wide open pistes, and to not have to spend the
entire time feeling like I was clinging on the side of a mountain.
I can confidently confirm, after spending my first week learning in Les Arcs, that Les Arcs is
excellent for beginning skiers.
Les Arcs has dedicated beginner areas and tons of blue runs and many of these are just basic
paths or really wide open runs that you can learn on – so, yes, bring all the beginning skiers
you want!

The best single area in Les Arcs for beginners is the Piesey-Vallandry area. Although Arcs
1600, Arcs 1800, and Arcs 2000 have beginner areas, the Piesey-Vallandry area of the
mountain has large beginner-friendly areas, with wide pistes, pistes with less steep slopes,
and generally less people meaning quieter slopes.
It also has very accessible lifts than can take you back up the same run to keep practicing
and has easy beginner access to progress to venturing further afield to 1800, 1600 and
2000, all on an easy beginner route (see plan later).
Les Arcs has numerous ski schools in each of the ski areas.
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Is Les Arcs Good for Advanced Skiers?
Sometimes, a ski resort is only good for beginner or intermediate skiers.
Smaller resorts, for instance, might not have as many miles of runs to use up or might have
flatter runs without the steepness that expert skiers crave.
Luckily, Les Arcs has got PLENTY of black runs and off piste to keep the expert skier happy.
This is easily a resort where you can both enjoy ambling runs with your beginnner skiers in
the group and then head off for an afternoon of completely flying down the mountain on a
steep blacks or mogul run if you want and endless off piste.
No one has to be left out, no matter how hard or easy you like your ski holiday and all
routes have easier options so that all levels of skier/ boarder can play together.
Arcs 2000 features some very interesting black runs, including one which runs down the side
of the old Flying Kilometre (used in the Winter Olympics).
Les Arcs also has one of the most spectacular and longest runs in Europe. You can take
the Aguille Rouge lift to the 3226m highest point and take a run all the way down to one of
the lowest parts of the mountain in Villaroger at 1200m.
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Things to Do in Les Arcs in the Winter
Les Arcs in the winter is like a snowy world of family fun with an unbelievable choice of
activities.
You do not have to be a skier to enjoy it, so fear not if you’re heading to Les Arcs as a “tag
along” on a family ski trip.
Whether you have dreams of whooshing down a piste or relaxing in a hot tub, all of your
dreams are about to come true.

Skiing
Of course, Les Arcs in the winter is a skiing destination first and foremost.
You’ll find that the majority of people here are here to ski, and that most people on the
slopes are also skiers.
This gives the place a nice sense of community atmosphere, as we’re all in this weird sport
together.
There are ski shops in every village, plenty of places to rent your ski equipment,
knowledgeable ski instructors, and really a winter culture that is based off of how much
people in Les Arcs love to ski!

Snowboarding
The other way you can make it down one of the alpine slopes is on a snowboard.
There are fewer snowboarders here than skiers, but there are plenty due to the varied on
and off piste powder and the exceptional snow parks, so you will not feel alone and Snow
Situations will arrange a social boarding sessions if you are primarily with skiers in your
group.
Similarly, there are also snowboard instructors in Les Arcs as well as the ability to rent
snowboarding equipment and buy snowboarding gear in the shops.
As someone who learned to ski late in life, I don’t quite appreciate the skier vs.
snowboarder divide that seems to plague some people (i.e. – one group not liking the
other), because as far as I can tell, if you all ride together and give each other space and
respect, then you are good in my book.
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Cross Country Skiing
Did you know that you can try your hand at Nordic skiing in Les Arcs?
To take part in some relaxing cross country skiing, simply head to Site Nordique in Peisey
Nancroix to take in miles of cross country runs and some absolutely stunning scenery in the
Vanoise National Park.
It is also possible for cross country skiing on some of the paths and designated cross-country
ski area amongst the pisted slopes in Les Arcs.

Hiking
Even if you don’t want to strap on anything to your feet besides your regular boots, you can
still enjoy the beauty of the French Alps in Les Arcs by heading out on a winter hike.
We ourselves enjoy a hike in the Vanoise National Park or by using the pedestrian lifts and
walking alongside the pedestrian pistes, and others to walk down the mountain towards a
village below.
The point is, winter hiking in Les Arc is not only available, but encouraged.
You can get a pedestrian only pass that gives you a day or week of simply taking yourself
wherever your two feet can take you.
This is how we get some amazing photos and really soak in the atmosphere of where we
are.
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Après Ski
When it comes to after ski-events, Les Arcs has plenty of options including the world famous
Folie Douce – if you are brave enough!!
From fancy restaurants to pub-style bars to pizza shops to family-friendly places to eat, Les
Arcs has plenty of places to eat and drink after your day of skiing is done.
There is also a good selection of mountain eateries that you can access for lunch, and while
the prices are higher due to the location, sometimes the views just can’t be beat.

Shopping
In all of Les Arc’s villages as well as Peisey, there are shopping options for things like
groceries, toiletries, ski gear, fashion clothes, local food and gifts.
As you’re on the side of a mountain and this is a purpose built ski-resort, you won’t find
miles and miles of shops, but you will find enough to warm up your credit card or to buy a
gift or a postcard for someone from home.
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Parascending
Ever considered paragliding over the mountains while on a pair of skis?
At Les Arcs, it’s possible! Take part in a parascending experience as you take off by skiing
(attached to your guide) down a slope and then lift off for an unforgettable journey.
Even if you like to keep your feet firmly on the ground, you will love watching the
parascenders glide through the air on a clear day.

Swimming
That’s right!
Don’t forget your swimsuit!
Les Arcs has a swimming pool in Arc 1800 that you can pay to go in, and I would highly
recommend it for the views of the mountains alone.
There are also pools in many of the hotels around the resort that you can buy a day ticket.
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Spa
After a long day of skiing (or sitting on your balcony, whatever floats your boat), nothing
sounds better than some spa services.
You can enjoy the spa facilities in Arc 1800, or use one of the spas at a nearby hotel.
From massages to beauty treatments to just the opportunity to soak in some water and let
the stress melt away, add it to your list for the middle of your week when you’re needing a
boost.

Snowpark, Tobogganing, Waterglide and Other Events
If you’re daring and like to have some fun on the mountain, you can use Les Arcs snowparks
which involves jumps, giant air bags to land on, or the fantastic waterglide from Late
February and lots of other events during the day.
Les Arcs also has a long (and quite hilarious) Toboggan (or Luge, depending on the country
you are from) run in Arcs 2000 that runs across and alongside the piste. I have done this a
number of times and it is always hilarious.
You will be hard-pressed to find something like it – equal parts terrifying and funny.
Tears are shed for multiple reasons on the, so-called, “Rodeo” Toboggan run!
Note: There is a Toboggan run in Arc 1800 but it is MUCH shorter and nowhere near as fun.
Also, there is an inner tube “Toboggan” in Arcs 1800, where you ride down the mountain on
an inner tube and jump on to a big air bag!
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Fireworks
If you are heading to Les Arcs over Christmas or New Year, Les Arcs also holds firework
displays and other special events during these periods, which are well worth going to with
free mulled wine, free hot chocolate, and light-up Christmas hats, too!
Who doesn’t love free stuff ??
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The Snow Artist – Simon Beck
Les Arcs is the home to our very own and very famous snow artist. On your visit, you must
check out his work, usually on the Arc 2000 lac. He often requires additional helpers from
time to time. If this is something you are interested in getting involved in, let us know and
we will put you in contact.

Getting to Les Arcs
There are a few different ways to get to Les Arcs from the UK, as well as some option that
allow you to come from multiple airports and destination around the world.

Drive
The first option is to simply drive from the UK to Les Arcs if you live in the South of England
(or perhaps if you live in the North and just love to drive).
Driving takes about 13 hours from London, but the benefit is that you can quite literally just
drive yourself to the ski resort and up to your accommodation.
Driving also has the benefit of not worrying about luggage restrictions and allowing you to
take in beautiful views along the way.
The downside to driving is that you still need to pay for your crossing on the Eurotunnel,
fuel, and you need to make sure you have your snow gear ready (chains are compulsory but
reasonably cheap online) and the correct paperwork to drive in France.
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Take the Train
The train is a stress free option that takes you from London St. Pancras (Kings Cross) to Paris
and then all the way to Landry or Bourg-Saint-Maurice, a town at the bottom of the valley
and then take a bus up to Peisey or a taxi.
This means that you can simply hop on one train and in about 10 hours, be in Les Arcs from
the UK.
The benefits of the train are that you can take more luggage than flying, and your skis go
free unlike on a plane.
There are two options – either the Friday night train or the Saturday train, and which one
you takes depends on how well you can enjoy the French Alps with no sleep, because there
is no such thing as a good night’s sleep while sitting upright on the Eurostar on a Friday
night.
The Saturday train is a better option if you hope to arrive relaxed and refreshed, as it
doesn’t involve you being on a train overnight, while the Friday night train is better for
those who want to hit the slopes first thing Saturday and have the “sleep when I’m dead”
kind of mindset.
In Peisey, you are also able to depart at Landry (the closest) or Bourg Saint Maurice and
then get a bus transfer or taxi to Peisey.
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Fly
The third way, and most popular way to get to Les Arcs is to fly into an airport like Geneva,
Lyon, or Grenoble and take a pre-booked bus transfer which we can help you arrange at a
discounted cost.
The benefit of this is that you have many more options of which airport to fly from –
arguably it takes the least time to get to the French Alps using this method.
We recommend The Mountain Rescue transfers from your chosen airport to Les Arcs. There
are other options available including Ben’s Bus, Alpy Bus, Snow Bus, and Cool Bus.

Walk
Only joking, unless you are Forrest Gump !

Ski Schools in Les Arcs
The ski schools in Les Arcs vary by village. Typically, you will take a lesson in whatever village
you are staying in so you can easily get to the meet-up point in the morning and can get
home easy enough if you are having an afternoon lesson.
Because Les Arcs is such a big resort, there are lessons on offer for both adults and children
at all levels of skiing and snowboarding.
You can take a group lesson, or you can pay more for a private instructor.
You can also choose which language you want the lesson taught in by booking through
either a French or English Ski School.
Some of the most popular options include:
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ESF – the most popular French ski schools with their own practice areas and the widest
variety of lessons and groups (given in French).

New Generation – an English speaking ski school that comes highly recommended and has
options in Peisey Vallandry. They offer both group, individual, and adult and child lessons.

How to Get from Les Arcs to La Plagne
One of the best parts of going to Les Arcs is that it is part of the larger Paradiski Resort Area,
which also comprises the neighbouring mountain resort, La Plagne.
To get from Les Arcs to La Plagne, Snow Situations, Arc Chalet is superbly located so you can
literally start your ski day at the Vanoise Express, which is your direct route to take over to
the La Plagne ski area so you do not need to waste time ‘travelling’. Enjoy a whole ski day in
La Plagne but be sure to make sure that you get the last lift back!
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You will need to ensure your ski pass includes access to La Plagne in advance, as a Les Arcsonly ski pass does not include access to the Vanoise Express and La Plagne, whereas a
Paradiski pass does. Make sure to make the most of your pass and check out what’s on the
“other side,” as it were!
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Where to stay in Les Arcs
Now, if you have made it this far you must be serious about making Les Arcs your winter
destination.

Arc Chalet
Arc Chalet is Snow Situations owner operated catered chalet in the heart of the Les Arcs/
Paradiski area.
Our aim is to provide you with the best winter holiday experience available.
At Snow Situations, our focus is on well located chalets within easy convenient reach of the
ski school meeting point and, of course, great restaurants and bars for both coffee stops and
Après Ski.
With a decade of experience in running ski chalets, we love what we do and our whole ethos
is on helping our guests to have a ski holiday to remember, creating lifelong memories.
Located in a central yet private location convenient for the ski lifts, with majestic mountain
views and mere moments from the pretty centre of Peisey with its shops, bakery, bars,
restaurants and church, Arc Chalet has everything you need to enjoy the perfect ski break –
all within easy walking distance.
A well appointed chalet set across 3 floors, Arc Chalet sleeps 15-16 in ultimate comfort in 7
large, well designed bedrooms – all with ensuites. There is an outdoor Jacuzzi on a grand
south west facing terrace, with panoramic views of the slopes and the Vanoise express, and
host to some spectacular sunsets.
After skiing, enjoy a glass of wine on the terrace or in the jacuzzi, chill in front of the roaring
open fire with a freshly brewed coffee or indulge in an in-house massage.
Equally, if you still have some energy after the lifts close; whether you wish to take in the
stunning Vanoise National Park, soak up the ambience at Michelin guided Le Vanoise, or
enjoy some ‘Après Ski’ at the Folie Douce followed by Greg’s bar, Peisey will keep you
entertained until dinner; an indulgent 3 course affair with free flowing selected red and
white wines throughout.
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The Highlights

•

Close to town and pistes

•

5 minute walk (or Ski back to chalet via a quick marked easy off piste route)

•

Boot warmers

•

Huge terrace with panoramic views

•

Open log fire

•

Large, yet cosy lounge

•

TV system with full Sky package and videoclub

•

Large jacuzzi located on the first level terrace with sunset views

•

High speed Wifi throughout the chalet

•

Large modern bedrooms with en-suite facilities – double, twin or triple

•

Hairdryers, spa towels and luxury toiletries

•

Music and film library

•

Games

•

Private parking

Sole Occupancy or Room Basis?
Arc Chalet by Snow Situations is available to book for the sole occupancy of your group so
you will just be surrounded by just your close friends and loved ones.
You do not need to fill the whole chalet, but there may be a surcharge depending on the
size of your group. Just chat with us and we will let you know the best scenario for your
group.
If your group is a smaller number, we are able to offer all the enjoyment of the chalet on a
room by room basis. This is a fantastic way to meet new likeminded people in a relaxed
friendly environment.
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We have had several mixed groups over the years who have become great friends and
continued to holiday together year on year.

Social Skiing
Whether your group opts for sole occupancy of the chalet, or you are staying in a mixed
group chalet, one of the unique benefits of Snow Situations are our social Skiing mornings.
This is a great way for people new to the area to gain valuable area knowledge, taking in the
best slopes and conditions of Les Arcs from day one!!
We offer social skiing most mornings for 2.5hours. Depending on individual competence
levels on Ski’s or Snow Boards, we will take you out as a group or as two different groups.
Without the need of a piste map, enjoy the lift chatter and slope time without the pressure
and be rest assured that you will meet up with the full group for a well-earned coffee – or
something a little stronger.

Reviews
Snow Situations has been operating as an owner operated company since 2015 and we
pride ourselves on delivering the service that we promise.
You can see all our 5-star reviews on facebook and chalets direct.
Our Reviews
https://www.chaletsdirect.com/search/default.asp?Resort=strResortName.Ch%C3%A2tel&
Pax=&Basis=CC&StartDate=&Duration=7
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We would love to welcome your group to Snow Situations Arc Chalet and are confident you will have a wonderful stay.
Take a look at our videos on You Tube: Here

For full information, please visit: www.snowsituations.co.uk
You can contact us by email:

stay@snowsituations.co.uk

Phone:

+44 7792 570 598

“LIKE” us at:

www.facebook.com/snowsituationschalet/

We look forward to seeing you !!!
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